Necrotizing fasciitis as a complication of taxanes: a case report
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Abstract
Necrotizing fasciitis is a rare complication of chemotherapy, however, few reports were published as a specific complication of taxanes. We are reporting this rare complication of a lady who was treated with taxanes as an adjuvant therapy for her breast cancer who was referred to us from the medical department and turned out to be necrotizing fasciitis in her right thigh. We are also presenting the literature review of this type of complication.
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INTRODUCTION
Necrotizing fasciitis is a rare complication of chemotherapy. It is characterized by necrosis of the soft tissue subcutaneous fat and fascia. Necrotizing fasciitis secondary to taxanes alone is very rare, and only 7 cases have been reported by the WHO adverse drug reactions[1]. Taxanes, however, as a chemotherapy, has been used as an adjuvant treatment in combination with other chemotherapy like fluorouracil and cyclophosphamide with reduction of the risk of recurrence by 25% and death by 17%. Many complications have been reported from the minor nausea, vomiting, alopecia, neuropathy to the development of secondary malignancy. Depression of the immune system is one of the most worrying side effects where patients become prone to develop all spectrums of infections, including necrotizing fasciitis as in our case. We are presenting this case in order to highlight the presence of this complication despite its rarity.
CASE REPORT
A 52-year-old female presented to our emergency department complaining of painful right lower limb swelling, generalized weakness and fever for 2 days. There were no history of trauma, intervention or insect bites and no other chronic medical illness. The lady was diagnosed with breast cancer 6 months prior to this admission and she had breasts conserving wide local excision of the tumor, followed by 7 cycles of adriamycin and cyclophosphamide, then 3 cycles of docetaxel. The last cycle of the taxane was just 12 days prior to her admission. On examination, she looked unwell, tachycardia with generalized swelling and tenderness in the medial aspect of the right thigh. There was no distal neurovascular compromise and no palpable lymphadenopathy. Her complete blood picture and inflammatory markers were normal on admission.

Following aggressive resuscitation in the intensive care unit, she was taken to the operating theatre where extensive debridement of necrotic tissue was done from the right thigh. This was repeated four times on different occasions till nice granulation tissue was obtained, which was then covered by split skin graft [Figure 1]. The histopathology features showed focal ulceration, marked hemorrhage, congestion, full thickness necrosis, fibro purulent exudate and micro abscesses formation along with degenerating muscle fibers consistent with necrotizing fasciitis.

DISCUSSION
Necrotizing fasciitis is an uncommon infection with high mortality rate caused by wide spectrum of micro-organisms, of which two thirds are polymicrobial (type A) and one third is monomicrobial, mainly coci (type B). It involves inflammation and necrosis of subcutaneous tissue, fascia, and muscles and later of skin. High index of suspicion is needed for early diagnosis. Appearance of swelling, tachycardia, tense oedema, ecchymosis, blister or bullae, crepitus and hypotension are late signs.

Scoring system suggested by Wong et al. based on the level of haemoglobin, leucocyte count, C reactive protein, creatinine, glucose, and sodium will aid with the diagnosis. Diagnosis, however, is usually confirmed intraoperatively when we find the classical foul smell “dish water” discharge, necrosis with positive “finger test”.

Aggressive and radical debridement is critical for improving the outcome and lowering mortality rate.

In our patient, there was no other predisposing factor found for the development of necrotizing fasciitis apart from the fact that the patient was on docetaxel at the time of infection, where she received 3 cycles 12 days.
prior to admission. It has been documented that chemotherapy leading to alterations on the mucosa, soft-tissue, and skin along with immunosuppression might be a triggering factor\cite{7}. The skin toxicity (including dry skin, erythema, pigmentation, pruritus, rash/desquamation, urticaria, dermatitis, and other) has been reported in previous studies\cite{8}. It was hypothesized that taxanes metabolites are excreted through the sweat glands which are abundant on the palms and soles.

The WHO however, reported in their adverse drug reaction database only 7 cases of necrotizing fasciitis associated with docetaxel.

To conclude, we should always have a low threshold point in suspecting necrotizing fasciitis when reviewing patients presenting with pain while on chemotherapy. Also, keeping in mind that patients can appear systemically well despite the presence of necrotizing fasciitis due to immune suppression - as these patients are not able to respond to infection adequately and skin manifestation may present different due to their blunted immunological response system.
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